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Package name: com.aviary.android.feather Version: 4.8.4 (596) File size: 21.2 MB Updated: September 18, 2020 Minimum Android version: Android 4.1 (Jelly Bean, API 16) MD5: 93fa8c85b0e09fede68ba8adfd1f490 SHA1: 0091ea63c8844a1ee2e 16 c3c1845208fe4178468 Photo Editor with Fenced
Time 4.8.4 Description Editor's Review Fenced Photo Editor is a fun and easy way to make beautiful photos in seconds. The photo editor aviary photo editor in the aviary (Package name: com.aviary.android.feather) has been developed by Fenced Area Inc. and the latest version of Photo Editor in Aviary
4.8.4 was updated September 27, 2018. Photo editor with Fenced on is in the category of Photography with the function Photo Effects and Photophiles, etc. You can check all apps from the developer Photo Editor with the fencer and find 24 alternative apps for photo editor with fenced-off android.
Currently this app is for free. This app can be downloaded on android 4.1 or APKA or Google Play. All APK/XAPK files APKFab.com are original and 100% secure with fast downloads. One-stop shop for any photo editing need. -Mashable Very comprehensive photo editor and pretty much everything you
could ever want to do on your phone. -LifeHackerCiety, a simple camera editing app. -USA Today***************** Aviary is a powerful photo editor, which we created because we wanted a quick and easy way to edit our photos on the go without fuss. We've included all the tools you need in a super
intuitive interface so you can get the right to edit. Features: + One touch car enhance + Gorgeous photo effects, filters and frames + Fun stickers + Color balance + Crop, rotate, and straighten your photo + Customize brightness, contrast, color temperature, and saturation + Sharpen and blur + Color
temperature (Heat) + Color Splash + Focus (Tilt Shift) + Draw and add text Create your own mêmes + Cosmetic tools: fix red eye, remove spots and whiten teeth ... and we're adding new tools all the time :) Got a Photo Editor feature request? It may already be in the works! Check out the list of upcoming
features or present your idea at support.aviary.com&gt;&gt; Love Photo Editor with Fenced? Help us beta test new releases! You will get exclusive access to new versions of fencers before they become available to the public. Join our Google+ community buying effect packages! (We offer 12 effects for
free, but if you want to add more you can.) + High resolution output+ Drag and drop to customize tool set+ Scroll past photos in cover photo similar view from start screen + Long press on photos on Start to see options (including deleting a photo from your device)Our photoour Google+ Beta community:
amp;gt;&gt; Developers: Do you want to add this photo editor to your app? You can select the tools you need, change the colors of the ui, and .com If you have any questions, please email the [email protected] Photo Editor in the Aviable Area 4.8.4 Update Miscellaneous Bug Fixes If you like using the
fenced area, please take a minute to leave us a nice review. It really helps! Read more world photography day: The best editing apps for amateurs, professionals, simple enthusiasts: since the photos were invented, it has affected millions of people. And... over 5 best apps to edit your summer photos you
just returned from the holidays, relaxed and with loads of photos covered and retouched, and then create ... more FOLLOW US Edit and animate video of your smartphone Google official photo app Edit your photos, adding also Flickr effects on your Android Apply impressive filter to your photos Use all
photos taken with your Android Apply a nice layer of virtual makeup Google official camera app
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